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Scope
These General Sales and Delivery Conditions apply for any and all business transactions
(Goods and Services) with our suppliers, even then when these General Sales and Delivery Conditions have not been explicitly mentioned in any business correspondence
or agreements. We do not agree with any opposing or deviating sales and delivery
conditions stipulated by our suppliers unless we have explicitly agreed to the validity of
such general sales and delivery conditions. Even if we have accepted or paid for goods
and services this does not imply that we have agreed to our suppliers’ general sales
and delivery conditions.
Our General Sales and Delivery Conditions apply only to companies that comply and
adhere to paragraph 14 of the German Civil Code (BGB).
Order Award Procedure
The submission of quotations and project related work will be made free of charge and
is not legally binding.
If during order award or contract agreement there should be errors that were not
caused by us, but are due to transmission or explanation errors, misunderstandings
etc. any compensation for damages in accordance to paragraph 122 German Civil Code
(BGB) will be explicitly excluded.

3.

Prices
The contractually agreed prices are fixed prices. Any increase of prices after the
contractual agreement has been concluded, irrespective of what reasons, are excluded,
unless we have explicitly agreed to such price increases.
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Payment
Payments will be made daily (for Witzenmann Speck weekly).
Any transfer of payments does not imply the contractually agreed acceptance of the
delivered goods and services.
The Supplier agrees to payment after the goods have been received and will accept
payment per cheque or any other payment mode of our choice, this also includes
electronic payment. Payment terms are: payments within 14 days with a reduction
of 3% discount (early payment discount); payments within 30 days with a reduction
of 2% discount (early payment discount); and payments within 60 days are paid net.
Variations to this terms of payment have to be agreed explicit.
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Delivery, Packaging and Risk Transfer
Partial, surplus, less than ordered and advance deliveries may only be made after they
have been agreed by us.
Any risk liability will only be transferred to us after the goods have been accepted by
us at the delivery site stipulated by us or in case of the assembly of the delivered goods
with our acceptance of the goods at the site stipulated in the order.
Is software included in the scope of delivery, we are entitled to have the temporal not
limited right to use it in the legal allowed scope including its documentation and in
the - for its use according to contract - necessary scope. We may rework the software,
copy it, translate it or convert from object code to source code and make safety copies.
Further we have the right to concede the exploitation right to our customers in suitable
scope, insofar as it is necessary, so the customer is enabled to use and utilize the article
of sale delivered by us.
Delivery Times and Delivery Delays
The delivery dates stipulated in the order are binding and have to strictly be adhered
to. The goods have to arrive at our premises or at the agreed or stipulated delivery site
within the stipulated delivery period.
As soon as our supplier is able to estimate that there may be a delivery delay, the said
supplier has to inform us immediately and report the reasons for the delay. This does
not change or alter the legally binding contractually agreed delivery period. Due to operational reasons, we reserve the right to change the volume or quantity of the scheduled delivery or to request to temporarily halt any scheduled or planned deliveries.
If the supplier is delayed in the delivery of the contractually agreed goods, we are
entitled to charge a contractual penalty fee of 0.5% and a maximum of 5% of the order
value for each start of the week the goods are delayed. Further we are entitled to make
use of the necessary reservations in accordance with paragraph 341, section 3 German
Civil Code (BGB) until the goods have been fully paid. The contractual penalty fee does
not eliminate any other claims for any other damages caused.
Legal and Regulatury Requirements as well as Quality and Legal Faults
The Supplier carries full responsibility that the supplied goods and services will comply
with all and any statutory and authority regulations in their planned distribution and
application and that the supplied goods and services do not violate any business
protection rights of the exporting as well as the importing country or any other rights
of third parties. Wrong deliveries or different deliveries will not be accepted by us at all
times. Hence we do not have to make any special claims with regards to such deliveries. The supplier must observe the GADSL (Global Automotive Declarable Substance
List). Deliveries of raw materials/parts made of stainless steel/stainless steel products
must be free of radioactivity. Certificates of proof must be provided upon request. The
supplied goods and services have to comply with the latest or in future foreseeable
technical standards applicable at any given delivery period and also have to fulfil any
other statutory conditions, technical testing regulations and accident prevention regulations. Especially any DIN standards and VDE regulations have to be adhered to.
For deliveries within the European Union, the supplier is obliged to observe the
requirements of the ordinance of the European Parliament regarding the registration,
evaluation, authorisation and restriction of chemicals (REACH-, CLP-, RoHS-decree).
The supplier sources according to the rules of the Dodd-Frank Acts §1502 and the decree (EU) 2017/821 conflict minerals (Ta/ Nb-, Au-, W- Sn-minerals) only from certified,
conflictfree sources - including the supply chain - and confirms this on demand. There
is an obligation to produce supporting documents and informations. Products that do
not completely meet the requirements may not be delivered to us.
All legal and regulatory requirements are valid for the whole supply chain. The supplier
will obligate its subsuppliers according to the provisions above.
We fully reserve our statutory rights entitlement with regards to any quality and legal
faults. Furthermore we fully reserve the right to choose the type of completion of delivery
(removal of fault or substitute delivery). The Supplier has to carry all and any cost for any
necessary arrangements in order to either remove the fault or arrange a substitute delivery. If the Supplier does not fulfill his duty to remove the fault or arrange substitute delivery
within a reasonable period of time, or if this is not done to our full satisfaction or if due to
an urgent reason a fault removal has to be carried out immediately, we are entitled to have
the fault removed either by a third party or by ourselves at the cost of the Supplier, or we
may arrange substitute deliveries from third parties at the cost of the Supplier.
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If not agreed otherwise, any warranty and compensation rights caused by quality or
legal faults and deficiencies will remain valid for a period of 60 months from the date of
the risk transfer. This period will be extended by the period necessary for the Supplier to
either remove the fault or arrange for substitute deliveries after the Supplier has received
our claim to the date the Supplier will declare completion of any action required or if the
Supplier rejects any further fault removal or substitute supplies.
If due to the fault of the delivered goods, we will have to afford costs, especially for
transport, moving, labour and material or cost that exceed the normal scope of our goods
acceptance or checking procedure, the Supplier will have to compensate us for the cost
that has arisen.
The right to recall goods from the company in accordance with paragraphs 478 and 479
German Civil Code (BGB) will remain intact against our suppliers, even then when we
have not acquired any consumable goods and deliveries.
If a fault is detected, it will be assumed that this fault was already present at the time of
risk transfer, unless this assumption cannot be matched with the type of fault discovered.
If it is a work, labour and service contract, Witzenmann reserves all rights because of a
possibly existing fault for all events, which are valued as acceptance of the work, labour
and service.

8.

Product Liability
If due to the Product Liability Act or any other regulations and laws claims will be raised
against us due to a product fault or if in connection with a supplied faulty good, we will
experience or suffer any other damage, especially due to a necessary product recall,
re-fitting etc., the Supplier has to keep us free of any damages and has to arrange substitute delivery to replace the faulty good, if the damage was caused due to a fault ascribable to the Supplier. In cases of fault dependant liability this will only apply, if the Supplier
was the cause of the fault. If the cause of the fault is ascribable to the responsibility of the
Supplier, he will be responsible for the proven evidence. In such a case the Supplier will
have to pay all and any cost, including any legal cost. The Supplier is obliged to enter a
sufficient product liability insurance.

9.
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Environmental, Occupational, Privacy Protection and Social Standards
We observe and direct our behaviour towards the internationally recognised, basic
environmental, occupational, and social standards of the Global Compact Initiative of the
UN (see www.unglobalcompact.org). Of our suppliers, we also expect that they observe
these standards. If we should discover that the supplier is violating these standards, we
reserve the right to terminate the business relationship extraordinarily and without notice.
The supplier commits himself to comply with the legal regulations according to the
minimum wage law. If we would be entitled, because our supplier is contravening against
the minimum wage law, our supplier has to discharge us on first request.
The supplier will obligate his sub suppliers to compliance of the standards according to
10.1 and to compliance of the minimum wage law.
We store and process your individual-related data according to our data privacy statement (see www.witzenmann.de/de/datenschutz.jsp).
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10. Protective Rights, Documents, Confidentiality
10.1 The Supplier will guarantee that the goods supplied by him will not violate any national or
foreign company protection rights and also warrants to us the full liberty and copyright
rights to use the goods either on our home markets or markets abroad. In the case of
legal steps undertaken by third parties with regards to the violation of national or foreign
copyrights with regards to the goods supplied, the Supplier has to keep us free of any
claims made against us and has to compensate any resulting damage.
10.2 Any tools, moulds, models, profiles, printed matter, manuals or any other documentation
will remain our property and may not be given to third parties or may not be used for the
supplier’s own benefit without our prior explicit agreement. Such documents have to
be protected by the Supplier against any unauthorised viewing or use and if not agreed
otherwise, have to be returned to us at the latest after completed delivery in an orderly
condition. The Supplier may also not retain any copies. There is no right of document
retention.
10.3 The Supplier has to keep confidential all and any technical data and other obvious business and technical details that the Supplier learned during our business relationship. The
data may only be used for the completion and execution of our orders and may only be
given to the staff that is necessary for the execution of the order.
10.4 If the Supplier arranged to have tools, drawings or any other production means made
at our expense, it has been mutually agreed, that such production means will become
immediately our property as soon as they have been made. In cases where we will only
partially carry the cost, we will have the co-ownership in proportion of the share of costs
of such means. If we have joint ownership we have the option to buy for the co-ownership share of the supplier. The Supplier has the revocable right to carefully keep and store
such production means free of charge. He bears the costs for maintenance, repair and
replacement. Replaced items cross over to our property as soon as they are produced.
We obtain any and all copyrights to solely use the production means. The Supplier is not
entitled to use such production means outside the scope of the order without our approval and authorisation. The Supplier is entitled and obliged to the revocable right of storage
and keeping of the production means. The Supplier has to mark the production means in
such a way that our ownership is also documented to any third party. The Supplier does
not have any retention rights to these production means.
11.

Liability Limitation
We will be liable for any intentional and careless undertakings. We will only be liable for
slight carelessness, if any major contractual obligations have been violated that result
from the nature of the contract or if such violation will endanger the completion of the
contractual objectives. Even in such cases compensation for any foreseeable damage
will remain limited. Furthermore in cases of slight carelessness any compensation claims
made by the Supplier, regardless of whatever legal reason, are excluded. The before
mentioned liability limitation does not apply if there was a harm of life, body or health or
in cases of law on product liability.

12. Place of Fulfillment, Place of Jurisdiction, Applicable Law
13.1 The place of fulfillment for any contractual obligations, especially delivery and payment,
will be the registered seat of our company or the place of fulfillment named by us.
13.2 The place of jurisdiction for all and any contractual matters and their origin and fulfillment
regarding legal conflicts is for both trading partners the applicable court at the registered
seat of the company. We may depending on our choice also raise court action at the
company seat of our Supplier.
13.3 The contractual agreement is subject to German law and jurisdiction. The UN-Acquisition
Code (CISG) is not applicable.

